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Understanding the fundamental patterns and determinants of human cooperation and the
maintenance of social order in human societies is a challenge across disciplines. The existing
empirical evidence for the higher levels of cooperation when altruistic punishment is present versus
when it is absent systematically ignores the institutional competition inherent in human societies.
Whether punishment would be deliberately adopted and would similarly enhance cooperation when
directly competing with nonpunishment institutions is highly controversial in light of recent
findings on the detrimental effects of punishment. We show experimentally that a sanctioning
institution is the undisputed winner in a competition with a sanction-free institution. Despite initial
aversion, the entire population migrates successively to the sanctioning institution and strongly
cooperates, whereas the sanction-free society becomes fully depopulated. The findings demonstrate
the competitive advantage of sanctioning institutions and exemplify the emergence and
manifestation of social order driven by institutional selection.

T
he uniqueness of human cooperation

necessitates investigations that reach

beyond the explanations of cooperative

behavior of nonhuman animals (1–5). Profound

empirical evidence shows that the possibility of

sanctioning norm violators stabilizes human co-

operation at a high level, whereas cooperation

typically collapses in the absence of sanctioning

possibilities (6–11). Would a sanctioning insti-

tution deliberately be adopted when individuals

can choose between a sanctioning and a sanction-

free institution? The considerable payoff losses

in the process toward stable cooperation—for

both the punishers and the punished individuals—

as well as natural resentments against punish-

ment caused, for example, by its detrimental

effects (12) might guide individuals_ choice

toward the sanction-free institution.

The argument that higher cooperation levels

in sanctioning institutions Bautomatically[ lead

to their prevalence—because rational individu-

als choose the institution with the higher payoff

(13)—is often brought forward as an affirma-

tive argument for the competitive advantage

of sanctioning institutions. The force of this

argument can be questioned, however, because

it displaces rather than solves the evolutionary

puzzle of human cooperation. The reason for

this is that stable cooperation requires a positive

share of individuals who carry personal costs

for cooperation and punishment to the benefit

of the entire group (14–16). These individuals

have a clear payoff disadvantage compared to

cooperators who free-ride on the punishment

acts. Recent research shows that a positive

share of strong reciprocators—cooperating indi-

viduals who are willing to reward fair behavior

and to punish unfair behavior even when they

cannot gain materially from doing so—can be

evolutionarily stable (17, 18). But what happens

if the population is perfectly mobile and is per-

manently invaded by outsiders from a nonco-

operative environment who are attracted by

high payoffs from cooperation? Is the fraction

of strong reciprocators who choose the sanc-

tioning institution sufficiently large to keep up

the cooperative culture? These arguments cast

serious doubt on the prevalence of sanctioning

institutions.

However, several affirmative arguments for

the competitive advantage of sanctioning insti-

tutions also come to mind, e.g., the large number

of institutional frameworks that facilitate the

sanctioning of norm violators in human societies

(19–21) and the recent finding that humans

derive satisfaction from punishing defectors

(22). Additionally, theories of cultural and in-

stitutional selection (23–26) that are grounded

on the exceptional human ability of social

learning support the competitive advantage of

sanctioning institutions. They suggest that

individuals preferentially migrate to groups

with higher payoffs and imitate the decisions

prevalent in these groups. Hence, group mem-

bers punish, because it is common to do so.

When cooperation is sufficiently widespread, the

payoff-disadvantage from punishing is relatively

small, and only a weak tendency for conformist

behavior suffices to stabilize the punishment of

noncooperators.

We inquire into the competitive advantage

of sanctioning institutions in a laboratory ex-

periment in whichwe implement permanent com-

petition between a sanctioning and a sanction-free

institution through endogenous choice. It allows

one to study the evolution of the different insti-

tutions over time as well as the changes in be-

havior in the same individual when participating

in different social settings.

In our experiment, 84 participants anony-

mously interact in a social dilemma situation in

30 repetitions. Each repetition consists of three

stages: An institution choice stage (S0), a vol-

untary contribution stage (S1), and a sanctioning

stage (S2). In stage S0, the participants simulta-

neously and independently choose between a

sanctioning institution (SI) and a sanction-

free institution (SFI) in which neither positive

sanctioning (rewards) nor negative sanction-

ing (punishment) is possible. In stage S1, each

participant interacts in a public goods game

with all other participants who have chosen the

same institution in S0; each player is endowed

with 20 money units (MUs) and may contribute

between 0 and 20 MUs to a public good. Each

group member equally profits from the public

good, independent of his or her own contribu-
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Fig. 1. Subjects’ choice of institution and their contributions. The average contributions in both
institutions over the 30 periods of the interaction are measured as the percentage of endowment
contributed to the public good.
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tion. TheMUs not contributed to the public good

are transferred to the participant_s private ac-

count. The diametrically opposed individual and

collective interests constitute the social dilemma

in public good provision: It is always in the

material self-interest of any subject to free-ride

on the contributions of others and to keep all

MUs for the private account, whereas the col-

lective interest demands full contribution of all

group members. After the players have simulta-

neously made their contribution decisions, they

are informed about the contributions of each

member in their institution. In stage S2 each

player in SI may positively or negatively

sanction other members of SI by assigning

between 0 and 20 tokens to other members.

Each token used as a negative sanction costs the

punished member 3 MUs and the punishing

member 1 MU. Each token used as a positive

sanction yields the receiving member 1 MU and

costs the member who uses it 1 MU. At the end

of the period each participant receives detailed

(but anonymous) information about each of the

other participants from both institutions (27).

The initial choice of institution provides a

clear picture: Only about one-third of the par-

ticipants (mean 0 36.9%; SE 0 4.0%) prefer SI

to SFI in the first period. The revealed institu-

tion preference correlates with different types

of behavior (28, 29). Participants who initially

join SI contribute on average 12.7 MUs (SE 0
0.79) in the first period, while on average only

7.3 MUs (SE 0 0.54) are contributed in SFI

(Wilcoxon signed rank matched pairs test, z 0
j2.366, P 0 0.016, two-tailed). Almost half the

subjects (mean 0 48.4%; SE 0 8.5%) who opt

for SI in the first period are Bhigh contributors[
in that they contribute at least 15 MUs. Almost

three-fourths (mean 0 73.3%; SE 0 17.0%) of

these high contributors exert punishment tokens

to discipline low contributors and thus try to

enforce and establish a norm of high coopera-

tion. These subjects amount to 13.1% (SE 0
4.0%) of the total subject population and can

clearly be classified as Bstrong reciprocators,[
i.e., subjects with a predisposition to make high

contributions and to punish norm violators. In

contrast, 16.1% (SE 0 5.2%) of the subjects in

SI contribute 5 MUs or less (Bfree-riders[) in the
first period. The situation is completely dif-

ferent in SFI, where in the first period almost

half of the subjects are free-riders (mean 0
43.4%; SE 0 3.4%), whereas high contributors

are rare (mean 0 11.3%; SE 0 4.3%). A subject

who chooses SFI in the first period with a con-

tribution of more than 15 MUs and uses nega-

tive sanctions immediately after having switched

to SI may also be classified as a strong recip-

rocator. We observed two subjects with this be-

havior in our subject population (2.4%), so that

15.5% (SE 0 5.6%) is a lower bound for the

proportion of strong reciprocators in the subject

population. Initially, the significantly higher

contributions in SI do not result in higher payoffs

in SI: Average payoffs in the first period of SI

(mean 0 38.1 MUs; SE 0 2.05) are significantly

lower than in SFI (mean 0 44.4; SE 0 0.32)

(Wilcoxon signed rank matched pairs test, z 0
j2.047, P 0 0.047, two-tailed). Due to frequent

punishment activities, free-riders earn significant-

ly less in SI (mean 0 30.2; SE 0 4.51) than in SFI

(mean 0 49.7 MUs; SE 0 0.86) in the first period

(Wilcoxon signed rank matched pairs test, z 0
j2.366, P 0 0.016, two-tailed).

Although subjects are initially reluctant to

join SI, it becomes predominant over time;

eventually, nearly all participants (mean 0
92.9%; SE 0 3.4%) choose SI and cooperate

fully (Fig. 1) (30). Simultaneously, contributions

in SFI decrease to zero. In period 10 the con-

tributions in SI are on average 89.9% (SE 0
10.3%) of the endowment and from there on

they steadily increase. In the last period the dif-

ference between the two institutions is almost as

extreme as it can be with average contribu-

tions of 19.4 MUs (SE 0 0.714) in SI and 0 MUs

(SE 0 0.0) in SFI. Averaged over all periods,

subjects in SI contribute 18.3 MUs (91.4% of the

endowment; SE 0 5.0%), whereas subjects in

SFI contribute only 2.9 MUs (14.4% of the

endowment; SE 0 3.0%) (Wilcoxon signed

rank matched pairs test, z 0 j2.366, P 0
0.016, two-tailed).

What causes this dramatic change of mind?

Pure imitation of the successful behavior would

lead to an increase of free-riders in SFI because

they earn the highest average payoffs in the first

period. This is actually observed in period two.

Consequently, the payoffs of free-riders in SFI

decrease and over the periods, participants in SFI

experience the typically observed collapse of

cooperation in repeated social dilemma inter-

actions (Fig. 1). A comparison of the payoffs

of the two predominant behavioral patterns—

free-riding in SFI and high contributions in SI

(Fig. 2)—shows that from period five onward

a high contributor in SI achieves a higher payoff

than a free-rider in SFI (Wilcoxon signed rank

matched pairs test, z 0 j2.366, P 0 0.016, two-

tailed). It therefore pays for a monetary payoff

maximizing participant to switch from free-

riding in SFI to contributing in SI. This triggers

an amplifying effect; namely, the greater the

number of cooperators in SI, the higher their

payoffs. Indeed, from period 10 onward, 86.1%

(SE 0 13.1%) of all members of SI contribute

fully (20 MUs) and 86.0% (SE 0 8.6%) in SFI

contribute almost nothing (2 MUs or less). The

finding that players apparently choose institutions

according to payoffs indicates that stochastic
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Fig. 2. Payoffs of the two predominant behavioral patterns, ‘‘free-riders’’ (contributions between 0
and 5 MUs) in the sanction-free institution (SFI) and ‘‘high contributors’’ (contributions between 15
and 20 MUs) in the sanctioning institution (SI). The highest attainable payoff (under full
contributions of all subjects and no punishment) is 52 MUs and the payoff from complete free-
riding and no punishment is 40 MUs.

Table 1. Results of a Tobit regression, indepen-
dent variable: Contribution (t þ 1) – Contribution
(t). Tobit regression for subjects who opted for SI
in period t and (t þ 1) with a robust estimation
for the standard errors using the independent
observations as clusters. The values in parenthe-
ses denote the robust standard errors.

Independent variable Coefficient z value

Negative sanctions in t 0.444 (0.085) 5.24*
Positive sanctions in t –0.148 (0.102) –1.45
Constant 0.000 (0.053) 0.00

*Denotes significance at the 1% level.
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forces play only a minor role in determining

switching behavior (31).

A closer look at individual behavior imme-

diately before and after migration from one

institution to the other confirms the bipolar

pattern of behavior induced by the two insti-

tutions. Indeed, 80.3% (SE 0 5.0%) of subjects

increase their contribution when migrating from

SFI to SI in two consecutive periods. Moreover,

27.1% (SE 0 5.3%) of subjects even Bconvert[
from being a complete free-rider (contributing 0

MUs) to a full cooperator (contributing 20MUs)

when switching from SFI to SI. The migration

behavior in the opposite direction, i.e., fromSI to

SFI, is similarly extreme. Roughly 70% (mean 0
70.9%; SE 0 4.9%) of subjects reduce their

contribution when switching from SI to SFI and

about 20% (mean 0 17.0%; SE 0 4.7%) switch

from full cooperation to free-riding.

Individual payoff maximization cannot ex-

plain why new members in SI follow the second

norm established by the strong reciprocators

who joined SI in early periods, i.e., the norm to

punish low contributors. The most successful

behavior would be to contribute in SI (and hence

avoid being punished), but refrain from the

costly punishment of others. Because punish-

ment of defectors constitutes a second-order

public good (in which defection cannot be

sanctioned in our setting), individual payoff

maximization would rule out punishment. How-

ever, only a minority of subjects follow this

payoff-maximizing behavior. The overwhelm-

ing majority of 62.9% (SE 0 8.5%) of the

subjects immediately conforms to and adopts the

prevailing norm of punishment in SI, i.e., they

always use punishment immediately after they

switch to SI. This results in a quite stable

proportion of È40% (mean 0 42.1%; SE 0

5.9%) of subjects who both contribute highly

and punish during the last 20 periods (Fig. 3).

Figure 3 also shows that the payoff difference

between high contributors who punish and

those who do not constantly diminishes over

time because punishment becomes ever more

unnecessary. Additionally, because the abso-

lute number of punishers increases, the

individual burden from effectively punishing

free-riders becomes smaller over time (32).

Toward the end, subjects who both contribute

highly and punish exhibit a payoff disadvantage

of less than 2%; hence, the Bselection pressure[
against strong reciprocators becomes quite weak

(33). This leads to a continuous increase in

efficiency gains in SI up to 95.8% (SE 0 4.6%)

in the final period, whereas efficiency gains in

SFI converge to zero (mean 0 0; SE 0 0.0).

Although the use of both positive and

negative sanctions per individual decreases over

time, the ratio in which they are used is rather

stable; on average, 1.66 negative sanction points

(SE 0 0.60) are allocated per positive sanction

point. A Tobit regression of the combined effect

of positive and negative sanctions exhibits a

clear positive impact of punishment on subse-

quent contributions, whereas positive sanctions

have a slightly negative but rather insignificant

effect (Table 1). It seems that positive sanctions

are not perceived as an unambiguous encour-

agement to increase the contribution; perhaps

they are taken as an indication that the contri-

bution has been higher than expected by others

and hence may be lowered. These observations

reflect the asymmetry between negative and pos-

itive sanctions. Positive sanctions are addressed to

those who already abide by the social norm and,

to preserve the approval of cooperation, a con-

tinuous application of the instrument is required.

Negative sanctioning, by contrast, is an instru-

ment for disapproving of norm-violating behavior

and need only be exerted if the norm is not

followed. If an individual abides by the norm,

punishment is not necessary. The threat of pun-

ishment alone is able to support cooperation.

Our results show that the sanctioning institu-

tion is the undisputed winner in a Bvoting-with-
one_s-feet[ competition with a sanction-free

institution. The results provide profound empir-

ical evidence for the existence and importance of

strong reciprocators, as well as a form of con-

formist behavior, as described in models of cul-

tural selection. The initial establishment of the

Bnorm to cooperate and punish free-riders[ is

mainly driven by the steadfastness of the strong

reciprocators to punish noncooperative subjects,

despite severe individual losses (34). Although

strong reciprocators are a minority, they man-

age to establish and enforce a cooperative

culture that attracts even previously noncoop-

erative individuals and thus resolves the social

dilemma. The predominant tendency to punish

norm violators after a migration from the non-

cooperative environment of the sanctioning-free

institution to the sanctioning institution pro-

vides support for the assumption that humans

adapt to the common behavior although it

deviates from the payoff-maximizing behavior.

This tendency for conformism raises sanction-

ing activities at a high level such that cooper-

ation can be stabilized.
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Darwinian Evolution Can Follow
Only Very Few Mutational Paths
to Fitter Proteins
Daniel M. Weinreich,* Nigel F. Delaney,† Mark A. DePristo, Daniel L. Hartl

Five point mutations in a particular b-lactamase allele jointly increase bacterial resistance to a
clinically important antibiotic by a factor of È100,000. In principle, evolution to this high-
resistance b-lactamase might follow any of the 120 mutational trajectories linking these alleles.
However, we demonstrate that 102 trajectories are inaccessible to Darwinian selection and that
many of the remaining trajectories have negligible probabilities of realization, because four of
these five mutations fail to increase drug resistance in some combinations. Pervasive biophysical
pleiotropy within the b-lactamase seems to be responsible, and because such pleiotropy appears to
be a general property of missense mutations, we conclude that much protein evolution will be
similarly constrained. This implies that the protein tape of life may be largely reproducible and
even predictable.

R
esistance to b-lactam antibiotics (e.g.,

penicillin) is commonly mediated by a

bacterial b-lactamase, which hydrolyt-

ically inactivates these drugs (1). Bacterial

resistance to novel b-lactams first arises by

point mutations in the b-lactamase gene (2, 3).

Five point mutations in an allele of this gene

that we designate TEMwt (the reference se-

quence of the TEM family of b-lactamases)

(4, 5) jointly increase resistance by a factor of

È100,000 against cefotaxime (6, 7), a third-

generation cephalosporin b-lactam. These con-

sist of four missense mutations EA42G, E104K,
M182T, and G238S; numbering as in (8)^ at

clinically important residues (3, 9) and one 5¶

noncoding mutation Eg4205a; numbering as in

(4)^, and we denote this high-resistance quintu-

ple mutant TEM*. Thus, five mutations must

occur for TEM* to evolve from TEMwt, and

because these can in principle occur in any

order, there are 5! 0 120 mutational trajectories

linking these alleles. However, natural selection

for heightened cefotaxime resistance may not

regard all trajectories equivalently (10). Here,

we determine the prevalence with which these

mutations only conditionally increase drug

resistance, a form of interaction previously

designated sign epistasis (10). Sign epistasis is

both necessary and sufficient for one or more

trajectories to TEM* to be selectively in-

accessible (10).

To characterize the effect on drug resist-

ance of eachmutation on all allelic backgrounds,

we first constructed the 32 combinations of

these five mutations (11, 12). We next deter-

mined their resistance to cefotaxime (12) in

Escherichia coli strain DH5a (Table 1); be-

cause the sign of the mutational effect on

drug resistance determines the selective ac-

cessibility of each trajectory (10), we also re-

port the rank order of drug resistance values

exhibited by all alleles. TEM* exhibits the

highest resistance and, because at least one

mutation increases resistance in all other al-

leles, the fitness landscape is single-peaked

(13). Thus, in the case of cefotaxime resist-

ance evolution, populations cannot become

trapped (13) at suboptimal alleles between

TEMwt and TEM*, as was recently also shown

for isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (IMDH)

evolution from a nicotinamide adenine di-

nucleotide phosphate (NADP)–dependent form

to a nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD)–

dependent form (14).

To estimate the relative probabilities with

which evolution by natural selection for height-

ened cefotaxime resistance will realize each of

the 120 possible mutational trajectories from

TEMwt to TEM*, we assumed that the time to

fixation or loss of individual mutations is far

less than the time between mutations Ethe
Bstrong selection/weak mutation[ model of

(15)^. Thus, the relative probability of realizing

any particular mutational trajectory is the

product of the relative probabilities of its con-

stituent mutations, because under our assump-

tion the choice of each subsequent fixation is

statistically independent of all previous fixa-

tions (12). Next, for each allele we partitioned

all possible mutations into those that are

beneficial, deleterious, or neutral with respect

to cefotaxime resistance. The probability of
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Fig. 1. Estimated cumula-
tive probabilities for all 18
selectively accessible muta-
tional trajectories from
TEMwt to TEM*, under the
correlated (broken line)
and equal fixation proba-
bility (solid line) models,
T SEM. Trajectories are or-
dered in decreasing proba-
bility of realization.
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